Lengthening the intersubunit linker of procaspase 3 leads to constitutive activation.
The conformational ensemble of procaspase 3, the primary executioner in apoptosis, contains two major forms, inactive and active, with the inactive state favored in the native ensemble. A region of the protein known as the intersubunit linker (IL) is cleaved during maturation, resulting in movement of the IL out of the dimer interface and subsequent active site formation (activation-by-cleavage mechanism). We examined two models for the role of the IL in maintaining the inactive conformer, an IL-extension model versus a hydrophobic cluster model, and we show that increasing the length of the IL by introducing 3-5 alanines results in constitutively active procaspases. Active site labeling and subsequent analyses by mass spectrometry show that the full-length zymogen is enzymatically active. We also show that minor populations of alternately cleaved procaspase result from processing at D169 when the normal cleavage site, D175, is unavailable. Importantly, the alternately cleaved proteins have little to no activity, but increased flexibility of the linker increases the exposure of D169. The data show that releasing the strain of the short IL, in and of itself, is not sufficient to populate the active conformer of the native ensemble. The IL must also allow for interactions that stabilize the active site, possibly from a combination of optimal length, flexibility in the IL, and specific contacts between the IL and interface. The results provide further evidence that substantial energy is required to shift the protein to the active conformer. As a result, the activation-by-cleavage mechanism dominates in the cell.